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“Notes from
the Chair”

As I write these notes we are in the very unsettling state of lockdown. 
This very day of writing should have been the second of our 5-day Park Place
Course in Hampshire with Laurence Perkins and John Anderson. The course
had to be postponed along with our Manchester ‘Over the Rainbow’ event in
June: and the planned York University Double Reed Day is very likely also to
be postponed. So much depends, understandably, on so many factors.

It is hard for me to be positive as I learn of the deaths of beloved colleagues
from the Coronavirus; one friend in particular, who was playing at the top 
of his game on one day and three weeks later had died from the infection. 
I hear of depressing speculation about the future of the Arts after the
lockdown; I hear of highly talented young players who, recently entering the
profession, have little desire to play at the moment; incomes, perhaps slender
as they were, having plummeted to zero. Years of training, investment in
instruments and reed-making tools, hundreds of hours devoted to practice, 
all seem for nothing. 

There are, however, good things emerging. I have heard of some young
double reed professionals, now having no work, instead turning to help the
NHS, and others volunteering to deliver to food banks. In short, coming out 
of their self-contained regimes of practising parts, making and looking after
reeds and the welfare of the instrument, to embrace a wider altruistic way 
of life for the common good. 

Also, the use of technology to enable online teaching has had to be learned –
perhaps reluctantly – as it is possibly the only way to give lessons and earn
one’s bread in the foreseeable future. The words Zoom, Skype, Udemy 
now have meaning!

I must congratulate our Events Coordinator and committee member Laurence
Perkins for organising two outstanding contributions to help us through this
viral pandemic. Laurence launched a project of short free bassoon recitals
every single day which began on April 1st for 61 sessions. The content from
his own extensive recorded archive was enormously varied. These little
concerts used music, poetry and images, both still and moving. He entitled
the series Bassoon Inspired and I found them most stimulating, and something
to brighten the day. 

His other initiative was to provide the 
2020 Park Place Course members with free
tutorial YouTube videos of John Anderson and
himself talking oboe and bassoon technique,
to provide a little something of what was
missing from their lives due to the lockdown
and subsequent cancellation. There was also
a piano accompaniment recording by
resident pianist Yoshi Endo of Elgar’s Chanson
de Matin, and the parts for oboe and bassoon
to download for a play-along.

In conclusion may I wish you all good health,
patience and great fortitude through the trials
and tribulations of present times. 
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Look out America!

At the end of Philippe (now Professor) Tondre’s article on Page 20
he slips in a fleeting remark about being on his way to the 
Philadelphia Orchestra as Principal Oboe. Philippe, who won the
Gillet-Fox Competition in Birmingham in 2009, has nailed one of 
the USA’s top jobs and it is causing quite a stir! ‘This especially in
Philadelphia, the cultural base of a tradition that stretches forwards 
over 100 years from Marcel Tabuteau, via John de Lancie to 
Richard Woodhams, a sublime artist whose exemplary finesse is
universally acknowledged,’ says oboephile and former editor of 
DRN, Graham Salter. ‘Philippe Tondre has set the USA alight 
with controversy.’

After his article on ‘Reeds that don’t Leak’ in the last issue, Julian
Roberts returns with a fascinating essay concerning the solo bassoon
movement in Shostakovich’s Ninth Symphony, shedding much light on
that composer’s struggles with Stalin and the Soviet regime. And after a
long pause, we also welcome back regular contributor Jefferey Cox –
alias Bassonicus – who sends birthday greetings to Ludwig whilst
steering a path through our current times.

Hearty congratulations are due to 18-year old British oboist, Ewan
Millar (see DRN125), for winning the Woodwind Category Final of the
BBC Young Musician of the Year 2020, as seen on BBC Four television
last month. At the time of going to press the semi-final result is still not
public knowledge; you needed to be at the event itself in Cardiff just
before lockdown to know it and the BBC will not allow publication of
that result. But for COVID-19, that semi-final and the Grand Final,
would have been done and dusted – including concerto performances
with the BBC Phil – by the time you are reading this. As it is we must
all wait for the autumn (at least!) to see and hear how the three 
semi-finalists succeed in their concertos with full orchestra to learn 
who will be proclaimed the overall winner.

In other parts of this edition you can read American bassoonist Terry
Ewell’s article about the currently much discussed subject of online
music lessons; meet Britten’s oboists in part three of George Caird’s
magnum opus on that composer’s Temporal Variations; and the
irrepressible Laurence Perkins’ monumental online musical response 
to his own lockdown (in Reports & News).

Let us have your own lockdown commentaries (by 15th August please)
for publication in the next issue of Double Reed News.
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In my early days, working in orchestras in
London from the mid 1950s, there were
no rehearsal halls. For the RPO, LPO and
LSO, a final rehearsal would be in the
concert hall itself on the morning of a
concert but previous work for the concert
would be done in any suitable place that
was available. The Philharmonia had the
advantage of first call on the Kingsway
Hall in which so many superb recordings
were made. This hall had been built and
was owned by the Methodist Church 
and was renowned for its superb, 
warm acoustics. In the 1990s it was
demolished and a hotel built on the site;
unforgivable cultural vandalism by the
London County Council. 

For the other orchestras, the van driver
and his assistant would have to get to 
the booked rehearsal location, unload
everything from the van (the double
basses, timpani and percussion, music
stands) and set up the orchestra according
to the needs of that particular day. 

This was done with the participation of
the orchestra’s manager who would know 
exactly which instruments would be there. 

In the late 1960s I remember one such
occasion with the LSO, in which David
Oistrakh was to rehearse the Prokofiev
Violin Concerto in G minor. This was at 
St Pancras Town Hall, opposite St Pancras
Station. It was a drizzly winter morning
when we arrived to what seemed an
unheated hall. Terry Palmer, the Australian
born orchestral manager, announced 
that there was no news of the soloist who
was travelling from Russia, and suggested
we have a coffee and return in half an
hour. The young and not-so-young of
today do not realise just how grim
London was in those days with only
‘greasy spoon’ cafes in which to get 
some sort of coffee. 

Imagine the scene: the musicians 
waiting around when finally Oistrakh
arrives directly from Heathrow Airport.
He had intended to arrive in London the
previous evening and have a normal
night’s sleep, but with the bad weather 
he had been blocked in Copenhagen for
most of the night. 

He comes into the grim looking, cold 
hall wearing his great coat and fur hat
and carrying his violin. The conductor,
Istvan Kertecz, a conductor much loved
by the entire orchestra, says some words
of welcome and Oiskrakh excuses 
himself for arriving so late. He takes his
Stradivarius and seems not even to tune
it. This concerto starts with eight bars 
of solo violin. The entire orchestra is
spellbound; here is a man who has had
no sleep for who knows how long and 
yet can produce the most beautiful violin
sound this side of paradise. 

The reaction is amazing. Roger Lord 
gets out his best reed (as indeed do I),
and the mass of the orchestra has the
united desire to give this great musician
the best of all possible accompaniments.
We play through the entire work without
any stops, like a concert performance. 
For all of us it was as if nothing mattered
in the entire world but what was
happening at that moment. 

The finale concludes with superb
pyrotechnical virtuosity from the soloist.
At the end there was complete silence for
several seconds. Then we all clapped and
Oistrakh just stood and looked at us. Then
he raised his hand and said very simply:
‘Vielen dank, jetzt gehe ich schlafen’. 
I don’t think anyone present at that event
ever forgot it.

On the Presidents’ Page in the next issue
Robert Codd interviews our President
Emeritus, Sir Karl Jenkins.
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Presidents’ Page
Prokofiev Violin Concerto with David Oistrakh 
from Bassoon President Roger Birnstingl
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MARSDEN BASSOON REEDS
After much research I have developed a
balance between cane, gouge, profile and tip
thickness resulting in a light, controllable and
free reed with excellent response and a big,
warm sound. Adjustment notes come with all
orders and all reeds are pre-tested by me. 
Also available is my patented ‘Counter-Balance
Seat Strap’
New website with introductory offers AND offers for existing
customers making my reeds even better value for money. 

Visit www.marsdenbassoonreeds.com
or telephone 07980 001157
Steve Marsden, Principal Bassoon, Orchestra of Welsh National Opera.

‘Your reeds in use for both first and second in Winchester for GERONTIUS! EXCELLENT RESULTS’
Miles Nipper, Adver� sing Manager, BDRS

‘All four reeds were very consistent and free-blowing with security across the range... 
I’ve tried a few different makers recently and found yours by far the best...’
Chris Cooper, former Principal Bassoon, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra

Paul Carrington
Woodwind Instrument Repair Specialist

Pease Hill Cottage
Town End Lane

Flintham
Newark

Nottinghamshire
NG23 5LT

Tel: (01636) 525397
Email: carringtonflintham@hotmail.co.uk
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